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FIGHT!·:
WIN!

The clock is running out
... the score is awfully
close ... and nobody's sure
who will win the City Championship!
Will it be RJChard Daley
(De LaSalle Y60)? Or Jane
Byrne (St. Scholastica '51)?
Or Harold ~Vashington
(DuSable '46)?
Who are you rooting for?
And which one would win
if only teenagers were vot-

.'
Art by Adam Rifkin
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ing? Find out by joining
New Expression's All-City
High School Mock Election

11'!1'N93J {§)
for Mayor (Page 13). Send
us your ballot by February
17.

ALSO INSIDE:
• How can teens check out a
career? Can a fashion designer
make it at age 17? See our special Career Pullout section for the
answers.
• Are parents trying to control
their teens' choice of friends?

Find out in our fourth story in the
Friendship Series, on Page 3.
• What kind of sex education
are Chicago high schools offering? Reporter Yvonne Patrick
polled 40 public and Catholic
schools to find out. on page 4.

Inside Track
Warningnew rules!

Teen facing jail
commits suicide
UP-DATE
In the May issue of New Expression
we mterv1ewed 17-year-old John Moore
about h1s experiences at Cook County
Jail awa1t1ng trial Moore had become
well known over-night in Chicago because of his letter to the Chicago SunTimes describing the brutality, the lack
of schooling and the gang activity at the
jail
Six months later. on Friday mornmg,
f..Jov. 18, John Moore put a .38-caliber
gun to his head outside the home of his
close friend, Rodney Stanton. That
same afternoon he was finally
scheduled to appear in court to face the
charge of rapmg a woman and stealing
her jewelry, a crime he allegedly committed on Nov. 22, 1981.
During a previous court hearing,
Moore pleaded " not guilty," but, according to his attorney, Dan Cheeks,
"Moore had decided to plead guilty at
the Nov. 18 trial because there was so
much evidence against him." The codefendant in the trial, Thomas Brown,
Jr., did plead guilty to the charges on
Dec. 6 and was sentenced to the
Department of Corrections in Joliet for
12 years. If Moore had kept his Nov. 18
court date, he could have faced a similar
sentence.
Guilty or not, Moore faced a frightenmg pnson experience after his disclosures to The Sun-Times about the dishonesty among guards and the power of
the gangs. In his New Expression interview last May, Moore described himself
as a guy who didn't know much about

street violence. He said that one gang
member told him, "Well, the Vice Lords
just haven't got to you yet."
Moore said that he had filled out internal forms at the jail to report the violence
and the guard's activity and to ask for
books to read , but that it was only after
he was released on bail and the article
appeared in The Sun-Times that the
Sheriff's Department bothered to talk
with him.
Moore is remembered by close
friends and teachers as a talented young
man. He told New Expression that he
planned to go into the military and become an aviator. "From my personal experience with John when I called on him
to do favors, he always carried them out.
I don't have any negative feeling about

John Moore

him," remembered Codleen Hall . a
counselor at Hyde Park Career
Academy where Moore spent three
years.
Moore told New Expression that he
never expected to go to jail. "I have my
life planned out," he said. Now all of that
has changed.
Dawn Biggs

Two new federal regulations will be
affecting teens in the near future. Girls
will be affected by a regulat1on on the
dispension of contraceptives, and teen
males Will be affected by a draft registra·
lion crackdown.
The new contraception regulation was
due to be published m the Congressional Record dunng the last week m
January. And that would make 1t an en·
forcable rule by the end of February. The
rule requires clinics and hospitals to re·
port to parents the dispensing of contraceptives for girls under eighteen
On Jan . 28 guidelmes were announced that require colleges to seek
proof of military registration before college freshmen can receive their federal
financial aid checks . The immediate
reaction from some colleges IS that they
may not accept this "police role."

Teens worth $2.50 wage?
NATIONALIST ATE
Chicago will have as much money for
teen summer jobs next summer as it had
in 1982. The city's federal grant of $22.4
million will create over 34,000 teen jobs
if the Mayor's office will pay workers for
200 hours of work over eight weeks as it
always did before 1982.
Last summer the city used the $22.4
million to hire only 26,354 teens. As a
result these teens were allowed to work
for 315 hours instead of 200 and for nine
weeks instead of eight weeks.
Although CETA jobs look good for
next summer, they don't look that good
for the next school year and the following

summers after that.
The new Job Training and Partnership
Act, which is replacing CETA, on Oct. 1,
1983, might not have any stipends (salary money) to pay teen workers like
CETA did.
This new system is going to be focused on supervised training for jobs,
and if it works, it is going to be considered as a job-preparation system, not an
employment program.
Another major difference between the
new Job Training and Partnership Act
and CETA is that the Private Industry
Councils (PIC), representing business,
labor, education and community groups,
will be involved in making decisions
about how the money should be spent to

improve youth's job opportunities.
President Reagan proposed a
$2.50-an-hour summer sub-minimum
wage for 16-20-year-olds in his State of
the Union address, Jan. 25. He claims
that the lower wage will create jobs for
half a million unemployed teens. The reduc;ed minimum wage would apply from
May to September only.
The proposal is now under consideration by the Congress. If you are in favor
of the lower wage or against it, you can
express your opinion to your congressperson and Senators Percy (3534952) and Dixon (353-4520). If you do
not know your congressperson's name
or phone number, call 269-7974 for information.
Nick Huerta

We give you a better look at

HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS
every Monday

in the new

Sports extra
City h1gh school sports fans now have
the1r own special sect1on - the
Ch1cago Tribune's Sports Extra. Every
Monday, this handy tabloid-size
sect1on covers all the action and
exc1tement of Chicago h1gh school
sports You'll find scores and
standings in the high school leagues,
including a recap of the weekend's
act1on.

All th1s is in addition to the full, awardwinning coverage of the Tribune's
regular Sports section . Suburban
readers have their own edition of
Sports extra in the Suburban Trib
section.
For the most comprehensive coverage
of the high school sports scene, see
Sports extra - every Monday.

You'll see interesting features on
outstanding teams and players, too. In
addition, Sports extra will cover
recreational events and the city's
amateur athle·1cs

([bica!\O trribune
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.Why can't we be friends?
is is the fourth article in a
iive-part series about friendship

arents fight
eens' right to
hoose friends
Photo by Lucy Gomez
by Donna Branton
Lisa and Karen have been best
mingle with. My son might look at
·iends for ten years. When Karen
any girl and say, 'Oh, II ike her,' but
:ot pregnant, Lisa's parents dewhen half the world has herpes
ided that she should stop seeing
who can you trust?" she said.
:aren. But Lisa, who is 17, had
Counselor Levin says that when
lther ideas.
she comes across this problem in
"Just because Karen is 15 and
her work, she tries to help the par1regnant, they want me to stay
ent see that teens have to learn to
tway from her, but she's my best
deal with friends in their own way.
riend and I'm not going to listen to
"When kids become teens,
hem:' Lisa said.
they're slowly breaking away from
Lisa's reaction is typical of Chithe family mold, and friendship
:ago teens who told us they resist ' experiences are a part of it,'' she
heir parents when their parents
explained. "They're going to exry to influence their friendships.
perience dealing with the same
\ccordmg to a recent New E;ttypes of friends that their parents
>ression survey of six Chicago
are trying to keep them away
1igh schools. &Lo·~ of teens say
from."
hat they keep on seeing a friend
According to New Exvhom their parents object to.
pression's survey, 65% of those
rhey do it either behind their parteens surveyed have parents who
~nts' backs (43%) or right in front
are tryrng to keep them from see>f them (21%).
ing a person whom they consider
This ageless struggle between
a friend. The reasons they re>arents and teens over the right to
ported ranged from "looks wild
~hoose friends seems to be
and disrespectful" to being "too
ougher than ever. Lisa's mother
old for you'' or "too young for you. "
nsists that kids need parents to
Most of the teens surveyed said
check' their friends nowadays
that their parents thought that their
-nore than ever. "Things you see
firends were a bad influence be)n the street now, you would
cause of the way they acted or
1ever have seen 20 years ago.
because of the crowd that they
=verything goes on, and although
hung around with.
<aren is a nice girl, I've known her
Vincent, a junior at Dunbar,
lor a long time, I just don't want
says that his parents disapprove
isa around her now," she said.
of all his friends. "I've been hangVivian Levin, a family counselor
ing with the same crowd since my
..at The Family Link, says that the
freshman year and he (Vince's
changes in society have
father) never has liked them:
frightened parents. "NI the rules
"He won't allow them in the
are changed. Everything is differhouse, so I just see them at school
ent. The stronger drug culture
and on weekends," Vince said.
"They'll always be my friends bepresents a real danger, and parents are scared," she said.
cause I can talk to them. He thinks
Margie Davison, mother of a
that I do whatever they do, but I
sophomore and junior at C.V.S.,
have a mind of my own, and they
says that she watches her kids'
don't push me or laugh when I
friends very carefully. "Other
don't get high or do the (gang's)
people are a bad influence on
sign with them."
kids. You have to watch who they
Miriam Reitz, a family counselor

at the Center for Family Studies,
says that this friendship problem
comes up quite often in family
counseling. "Sometimes, if a parent and a son or daughter have a
bad relationship anyway, the interference of a friend ends any
chance of the parent and teen
learning to communicate again,"
she said. "This friend now acts as
a threat to the parent who may
want tc develop a better relationship with the teen," said Reitz.
Deborah, a 16-year-old junior at
Simeon, described how her
mother tried to influence a friendship she had. "When she first told
me that I couldn't see Connie
anymore I didn't understand because we had been friends for a
long time and she never minded
before. But suddenly, when Connie moved down the street from
us, my mother's feelings changed.
"She said that Connie's mother
didn't run a 'respectable household' and that she wouldn't have
me being around bad influences. I
didn't listen to my mother, and I'm
glad because at the time my
mother wanted me to stop seeing
Connie, Connie had a personal
problem that she needed to talk to
someone about. I saved her from
doing something very foolish, and
since then, she has helped me
with problems that I have had. She
will always be my friend." Deborah says that her mother
doesn't mention Connie anymore.
"I'm not allowed to go over to
Connie's house," Deborah said,
"but that's okay because I see her
in school and we talk on the
phone. I was willing to sacrifice my
relationship with my mother fof
Connie. My mother knows that
now, and although we haven't
talked about it, I know she understands."

·Develop your success story at
Mundelein _C~llege
Why not choose the Chicago College designed for women who want to be successful
• in bu<siness • in communilations f) in
politic~ oin education oin fa-;hion design
and merchandising oin musit.:. art and
interior architecture oin social programs
oin health a nd science im;luding medical
technology, pre-dentistry, pre-medicine,
food ami nutrition
Mundelein i ~ a four-year. priva te. fully-accredued college
for women. Approximately 1500 ~tuden t \ attend da~-;c-; tn
weekday anJ weekend \es~•ons on our beautifullakefront
campus, lo~:ated on Chicago's far north ~ ide.
Commuter students can easily reach lhe campus on CTA
Ra ptd Transit (:!5-minute' from the Loop). Re\idents will
find a cozy lifestyle in our dormitory ovcrlookmg the Lake
For more information , call or write

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Mundelein College
6363 N. Sheridan Road , Chicago, Illinois 60660
(312) 989-5466
or visit our booth at the College Fair. Oct. 31 and Nov. I

Counselor Reitz believes that
parents do have the upper hand
on teens when it comes to experience with friends. "Parents have
had a lot more experience with
people and have a second sense
when it comes to spotting 'bad
news friends,'" she said. " However, parents shourd be tactful
when telling teens to steer away
from certain friends. Just flat out
telling them only worsens the situation."
At 17 Pam had one of these
·worsening situations.' Pam had a
'brush with the law' when she
didn't listen to her mother's warnings about a frienc.
··w e went to Evergreen Plaza
just to look around," Pam said.
"My friend, Penny, had some of
her other friends along too, but I
didn't know them ."
Pam said that Penny's friends
stole a blouse from Lerner's.
"I didn't know what was going
on. Later I found out that they
(Penny and her friends) had
planned it all behind my back."
Pam said that Penny's friends
got away with the blouse, but that
she and Penny were caught.
"When they took us in the back,
Penny tried to play dumb," Pam
said. "The security guards kept
asking us who stole the blouse.
And she was saying that I did it. I
never thought Penny would do
anything so dirty."
But Pam's mother thought so. " I
always knew that Penny was up to
no good. She only wanted to be
bothered with Pam when she had
money to spend on her."
Pam was freed of any charges,
but she says that she picks her
friends more carefuly now. " I listen
to my mother more. She
suggested that I stay away from a
new friend that I had made, and I

did it because I never want anything like that incident with Penny
to happen again."
But this good feeling between
mother and daughter over friends
was rare among the teens we surveyed. Only 11% said that they
respect their parents' judgment
about their friends. Another 17%
said that they stopped seeing a
friend that their parents objected
to, but only because they were afraid that their parents would get
angry.
In explaining why parents make
hasty decisions about their kids'
friends, Counselor Reitz said, "In
many of my cases the parents
have had bitter experiences with
their own friendships, and they
don't want their kids open to the
same kind of abuse."
Counselor Levin urges that this
problem of friends should be resolved quickly when it comes up in
families.
"Someone is going to have to
give up something, and it's easier
if both sides concede. Parents,
while getting to know the friend
better can watch them closely,
and possibly find supportive evidence of their negative feelings to
present to their teen," says Levin.
Levin says that teens should
watch the friend also for signs of
their parents' accusations. " I'm
not saying that teens should give
up without a fight. But, they should
listen to their parents and try to
work something out." Counselor
Levin says that 90% of the time
differences are resolved when
teens and parents go to family
counseling. Family counseling is
available at The Family Link, 8836
S. Ashland (881-3902) and the
Center for Family Studies at 10 E.
Huron (649-7285).
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Students give sex-ed classes
By Yvonne Patrick
Poor! That's how most Chicago
high schools rated their sex education classes in a recent New
Expression survey involving students from 40 different public and
Catholic schools.
Most of them told us that sex
education is included as part of
their physical education classes,
although Catholic school students
also cited their religion classes.
The public school students
tended to blame the teachers for
the class 's failure, wh ile the
Catholic school students were
more critical of the text book materials.
"At Calumet they don't even call
it sexed. It's called health, but you
don't learn anything about sexuality," a sophomore told us. "They
should teach it because there are
so many pregnant girls walking
around," she said.
A senior at Metro claims the
only thing close to sexed. there is
the unit on the reproductive system in biology class. A senior at
Mother Seton said she was
handed some pamphlets in health

c lass " because the text book
didn't talk about it. " She also said
that when students asked what
form of contraception is most effective , the teacher merely said,
"abstaining."
Only 23 percent of the public
school students in the survey felt
that they received a thorough explanation of contraceptives. " In
my sex ed class," remarked a
sen ior at Westinghouse ," I
learned a lot about contraceptives
and ways of preventing VD ."
Westinghouse students in the
survey were more positive than
any other school about their sex
ed. program.
Although there is a problem of
official Church teaching on contraception that affects Catholic
school classrooms, 11 percent of
the Catholic school students surveyed said that they received a
thorough explanation of contraceptives. One Catholic school
student said that her biology class
had urged the teacher to cover the
topic and that the teacher agreed.
More public school students (31
percent) reported that their
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courses included " no information
about contraceptives " than
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Catholic school students (20 percent) did.
" If a discussion about contraceptives comes up during
class , teacher are advised in the
public schools to tell the students
that the best form of contraception
is abstaining from sex altogether,"
according to Beverly Johnson, Director of the Family Life Education
Program for the Chicago School
Board. "And if a discusston about
abortion comes up, Illinois law requires teachers to speak of alter;
natives to abortion," she said.
These rulings are under the new
Illinois Guidelines for Teaching
Family Life and Sex Education.
When she was told that a high
percentage of Chtcago students
thought the sex ed. classes were
poor, Johnson said that she was
not surprised. " I guess I shouldn't
say thts," she said, " but I'm surprised that only 4 7 percent
thought it was poor."
She explatned that society IS
going through a drastic time of
change. "My generation has to
open up to your generation," she
said. "Our parents didn't teach us
about sex. They gave us books
Johnson believes that the reason teachers seem hesitant about
going into subjects such as contraceptives. VD, homosexuality
and masturbation IS that they don't
know whether they will get into
trouble or not.
According to Johnson, the

Board is working on a new curriculum for ninth grade health
classes. The new curriculum will
be printed over the summer and
be out into the schools by next fall.
" I'm sure that the students will be
surprised by it," she said.
The School Board now offers a
six-hour training course for sex
ed. teachers. Johnson says that
this course is for teachers who
want to learn how to handle such
topics as masturbation and
homosexuality.
Johnson believes that a special
group at the Board wants to replace the current sexed. teachers
with a group of health educators.
"I am totally against it," she said ,
" because we really don't need
more health educators to improve
the sex ed. program." She maintains that sex ed. isn't as complicated as critics make it out to be.
But it does require a teacher's
sensitivity as well as knowledge of
the material.
Students in our survey agreed.
One-third mentioned that the
emotional aspects of sexuality
were being successfulluy discussed in their classes. A senior at
Westinghouse said that everyone
in the class tended to open up and
ask about things they didn't know
about. Pam Graves, a senior at
Seton, said that she finds it easy to
talk about emotional aspects of
sexual relationships because her
classes are "girls only.·• A junior at
Mendel agreed for the same reason that for him it's "boys only"
talking.
But this help with emotional aspects is much easier to find than
help with the physical aspects.
Only two students in our survey
reported receiving any help in
being referred to a clinic for assistance re lating to VD , contraceptives or pre-natal care. And
coverage of VD information was
less than three percent in Catholic
schools and 11 percent in public
schools.
Beverly Johnson has some
hope that the Board of Education
w ill turn thts picture around .
"Teachers are beginning to open
up to their students." she said. '·As
of last year more films have been
ordered and from my observations the male physical education
teachers are learning to leave
their "jock" image behind."
She IS excited about the new
curriculum and the progress of the
training course for teachers.
" I think we're going to improve
that sex ed. rating!" she said.
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I "Were

7.again . . ·.
If you were 17

again ...
Knowing what
you know now

...

1) Would y ou do high
school differently?

2) What kind of
education after high
school would you
choose?

3) How would you
expect your career
field to change in
the next ten years?

4) Why would you be
excited about
working in this
field?

B..B.. Donnelley and Sons
1. Well, I was pretty lucky

because I was able to take a lot
of m ath and science during
high school. I would say to do
that, and t o take as many computer courses as possible.
Many more high schools offer
compu ter courses n ow than
when I was in high school. If I
were 17 again, perhaps I'd try
to get m ore work experience in
the computer field through internships.
a. There are many ways to
go into computer science in college. There's the business
route; that's w hat I'm in.
There's t he technical route in
which the compu ter scientist
designs operat ing systems and

needs to understand mathematics more. Then there's the
field of designing compute-rs
themselves.
Computer degrees fall under
different colleges within a
given university. Fortunately, I
knew what I wanted, and I got a
combined business and computer. degree. A person going
into this field should decide before he or she goes to college
what area they'd like to go into.
A Bachelor of Science degree in
computer science is good, and
more and more universities are
offering this degree.
3. Computer programming
is so big - I see it being increasin gly involved i n ou r
lives, being a pplied to m ore
fields. In business progr amming, I think it's going to become
les s imp orta nt t o have tech
skills. Programs are increasingly being developed in which
you don't have to know a com puter language. Programs exist
in which you can talk to the
computer in En glish . Also, I see
more use of m icro-comput ers.
4 . What's excit ing about it is
that t h e state of t h e ar t is
changing so rapidly. We're in
an information age. The computer is inform ation, and informat ion is power. The com puter is the first tool that is an
extension of our minds - we
can do things with it that we
could never do before. That's
why tl).e computer was Time
magazine's 'Man of The Year.'
Interviewed by Robin Florzak

Beverly Moore

Paralegal
specializing in
real e state
Aaron, Schimburg,
Hess, Rusnek, Deutsen
and Gilbert
1. I wouldn't do anything
differently. I took work-study
programs dealing with business and business courses in
high sch ool. I would suggest

An by Karen Beea

th at to anyone who wanted to
be a paralegal, since w e deal
with business matter s .
a. That depends - som e law
firms require college degrees
( for paralegal s ) a nd others
don 't.
I w ent t hrough the three
mon th p aralegal training at
Roosevelt Univer sity. In the
progr am, there are five areas of
interes t: paralegal real estat e,
litigation ( court cases ), probate ( dE!aling with wills), arisa
(dealing with employee ben efits ) and corporate matters. I
chose to concentrate on real estate because it's one of t he more
interesting areas. I wen t to college full time for two years, and
I'm working towar ds a BA in
busine s s administra tion at
night school. If I could do it
over again, I'd go directly to college and st ruggle it out all four
years. Working as a paralegal
and going to night school is a
tough schedule.
3 . I think t h e field will gr ow
- t here will be m ore j obs for
paral egals. I just r ead an ar ticle in The Wall Stre et J ournal that n amed paralegals as
one of the profession s that is
growing m ost r apidly, along
with th e computer field. Attorneys are becoming more aware
of the help w e can give. Clients,

t oo, because our w ork is less
expensive for the client, so he
can save m oney.
4 . It's excitin g because I
work closely with attorneys
helping them close real estate
action s . But I'm also out wor k ing independen tly, outside of
the office doing the lawyer's
footwor k for a good part of the
day. Also, since a lot of paralegals go on to become a ttorneys
themselves, it's good training.
You make good contacts.
Interviewed by Robin Florzak

Ed Harris

Carpenter
R.E. Johnson
Construction Company
1 . Yes, I would do it differently by being m ore serious
about my math classes. I feel I
cheated myself because I really
didn't do as well a s I should
have. Today I use a lot of math
on my job. I deal with it every
day. And if I had learned m ore
math in high school, it would
come in h andy.
a. Iwouldhave likedto have
taken some a dvanced m ath
courses, and I did enroll at a
city college in or der t o take
those courses, but because I'd
be on the job I never follow ed
(continued on Page 6)
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degree. as well as a sp ecial four-year BAIMA program
and a five-year BAIMBA
• Bie nnial c areer nights attract 90 company
representatives . . . Rosary graduates are sought
by many.
• Interc ollegiate and intramural sports programs for
me n and women.
• Opportunities to study abroad.
• Financial assistance programs.
Graduate degrees also offered in Business. Accounting.
Library Science. Learning Disabilities/Behavio r
Disorders. Fine Arts.

What are the job
projections in
1995 for ....

Rosary College
Ad missions Office
7900 West Division Street
River Forest, IL 60305
(312) 366-2490, ext. 203

TAKE HOLD OF YOUR FUTURE
There's much more to know about Rosary College and the
caring people and quality academic progra ms that could
figure in your success . . For 1nstance we c on show you why
the m en a nd women who graduate from Rosa ry e nJOY o n
extremely h1gh rote o f success 1n entenng the JOb market and 1n
acceptance to graduate and professional schools
Contac t us today. We'll give yo u stro1ghlfo rword 1nformot1on
abo ut the right college and the right career for you
Nome ___________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
City _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Stote _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Phone _________________________________________

Rosary ... a coedUcational liberal arts college with a career orientation a nd a Christian perspective
New Expression
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Careers--Careers--------~----------If you were 17

again ...
Knowing what
you know now
1)

Would you do high
school differently?

2) What kind of
education after high
school would you
choose?

3) How would you
(continued trom Page 8.)

seeing the results of my work.

through.
3 . I would expect it to be
harder to get into the carpentry field in the future. This
trade is r eally closed to strangers. Unless you know someb ody, you can't get into the
union because those in the
union are looking out for their
relatives who want to get into
carpentry. And without an app renticeship, you can't get into
the business. I was lucky. I did
know someone and was able to
do my apprenticeship through
the Washburn Trade School,
which gave me on-the-job
training at R.E. Johnsons.
4. The pey- is good, and I like
working with my hands and

It gives me a feeling of pride to

be able to sey- I did it with my
own two hands.
Interviewed by J enn1fer Oliver

Geraldine Smothers

Manager of
Medical Records
Woodlawn Evangelical
Hospital
1. Absolutely, I would have
done things differently in high
school. I would have started
thinking about a career in
ninth grade so I would know
where I wanted to go and develop a pathway. I didn't plan,
and so I didn't think enough
about financial aid fQr college.

ACT/SAT
Preparatnon
Course

CJ..'J)ect your career
field to change in
the next ten years?

4) Why would you be
excited about
working in this
field?

Because I didn't do that planning, I was forced to wait two
years to start college and then
could only go to college parttime.
8. I would definitely do things
differently in college, too . I
would come out of high school
and go right through four years
of college. Then I would go on
for my master's degree. I would
do things in that order if! could
financially. If I didn't have an
ART (accredited record technician degree ) or RRA ( regis-

(continued on Page 11)

What are the job
projections in
1995 for ....

HiGH SCHOOl
IN MONTHS - NOT V[;ARS

OUR

Project Upward
Bound

48th YEAR
COSMOPOLITAN SUPERIOR TEACHING METtiODS MAKE ALL SUBJECTS EASY TO GRASP

University of Illinois
at Chicago

New Expression

lenging to me. It involves a lot
of people contact and opportunities to be creative in developing new systems. I find
personal ful.fillm.ent in helping
others to displey their skills.
We're heavily involved in so
many things. We provide
patient information service to
the labs and to doctors' omces.
We interact with attorneys and
insurance companies.
Interviewed by Adorn Lewis

.! THOROUGH PREPARATION FOR
LEADING COLLt:GES Sa PROF£'!SSlONS

Sponsored by

The ACT/ SAT Preparation
Course is designed to assist students preparing for the American
College Testing's Admission Test
(ACT) and the College Board's
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
This course is designed to
• familiarize students wi th the
type of questions in both tests.
• explain the difference in directions for each type of test.
• offer organized review sessions
in each subject area of the test.
• suggest valuable test skill techniques.
Classes are held every Saturday at Circle Campus for fiv e
hours. The entire course lasts
eight weeks. New courses begin:
December 11
February 19
April16
The cost per student is $45 ,
payable in cash or by money order
to the University of Illinois. Payment can be made in person to the
Project Upward Bound office, Science and Engineering Building,
Am. 1303, 851 S. Morgan. Or you
can mail your payment to ACT1
SAT Preparation Course, Project
Upward Bound, University of Illinois at Chicago, Box 4348,
Chicago, Ill. 60680. Students who
apply through the Educational Assistance Program will be eligible
for a $12 d1scount.
All applicants are required to
have completed high school
algebra, geometry and two years
of lab sciences
Space is l1mlted Apply early.
Late payments may be made
dunng the first or second class
session.
For further information call
996-5045.

tared record adm1n1strator degree), I probably would have
either a clerical or technical
job. The chances for my being
in management and administration would be very slim.
3. I expect the medical re cords field to be more involved
legally with governmental issues such as state and federal
regulations and release of
patient information and more
involved with computer medical record systems and research in the medical records
field. I think the educational
requirements for the field
won't change, but the type of
exam and screening process
may change.
4. This position is very chal-

DA\' ll EV~ ClASSES
CALL OR tvRITE FOR c;REE CATALOG

COSMOPOl~T AN

PREP. SCHOOL

!987-19991

CO-E DUCATIONAL

529 S. WABASH - THIRD FLOOR

Join a heanth care teamooe ·
Prepare for a rewarding caree r as a health ca re professional. Triton College ha s severa l programs that
are not avai lable at your comm unity co ll ege:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nuclear Medicine Technology
Dental Laboratory Technology
Medical Assisting
Surgical Technology
Ophthalmic Technician
Therapeutic Recreation

Triton's two .year associate degree programs are fully
accredited and Triton graduates are in d emand by
hospitals and cli nics thro ug hout the C hi cago area.
Call t o day for in formation : 456-0300, ext. 438

--------------------Yes! Send me more information about:
0 Nuclear Medicine Technology 0 Surgical Technology
0 Dental Leboratory Technology 0 Ophthelm ic Technician
0 Medicel Assisting
0 Therepeutic Recreetion
Name _______________________________________
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City/Stl!lle/Zip ________________________________
Daytime Phone _______
Mail to.

TRITON COLLEGE, Nursing and Allied Heelth
2000 f tfth Avenu , River Grove, lllinol, 60 17 1

Interested in an
Allied Health Career?
Inquire at:
The College of Associated Health Professions
The University of Illinois Health Science Center
808 South Wood Street
We offer careers in
·Biocommunication Arts
• Medical Laboratory Sciences
• Medical Record Administration
• Nutrition and Medical Dietetics
• Occupational Therapy
•Physical Therapy
• Medical Social Work Graduate Field Experience

For additional Information contact:
Lynette O'Neal at 996-2084

ashion

Teen Designer illustrates how to turn old clothes
into the latest spring fashion.
Dress up some sweat
pants with a pair of
" BIIta Boots". These
mid-calf suede boots
can be found at Burts
Shoe Stor1!S. Cut off the
sleeves and neckline of
an old sweatshirt for a
more revealing spring

lo<*.

Dig Into your closets for an
old overcoat of your parents'.
Update It by adding shoulder
pad and big round buttons.
Wearing it straight or with a
belt will give you two entirely
different looks

Sandy Neal

Photo by Vincent Pei'Xins

eenlaunches
hion career

This prom dress Idea can be
made from Vogue, McCalla, or
Buttemlck patterns. Velvet
material for the bodl~ and
taffetta for
the skirt are
recommended.

Sandy Neal IS not a teen who JUSt talks
about his future career. Instead, Sandy is
testing h1s career nght now as an 18-yearold fash1on des1gner
Sandy began sketching women's clothes
when he was 13. He adm1ts that h1s 1nterest
1n drawing fashions was influenced by h1s
sister, who 1s a professional model.
" My s1ster and I had the chance to v1sit in
Italy together last summer, and I met Gianni
Versace," Sandy sa1d. "I hope I can go back
to Italy when I fin1sh h1gh school so that I can
work as an apprentice under one of the
world-famous designers."
He transferred from Whitney Young to
The Academy last year when The Academy
opened as a spec1al school for h1gh school
art1sts. He is pleased w1th the atmosphere
created rn a school filled with student artists, but, like other high schools, it doesn't
offer specialized traming in fashion design
so he has to seek cnltcism of his work from
professionals
'I'm my art," he sa1d. " I try to get out what
is 1n me through these drawings. I've
learned to keep my m1nd open to every-

Cut the sleeves of a blue
jean jacket to allow bare arms
to show. Blue jean mini-skirts
are sold at The Gap. Get the
military look this spring by
purchasing clothes
Inexpensively from an Army
Surplus store.

thing .

Sandy was one of twelve des1gners
whose work was featured in a recent benefit
fash1on show for Metro Help. He offered to
create some new des1gns rn spnng fash1on
lor this 1ssue of New Expression and to
comment on h1s crealtons.

Mac@nnacJunior @liege
We're looking for students
as serious about their future
as we are

Plan a
musical career get started now!

For 77 yeors Mac Cormac s commrtment has been to quality
career education Personal otfenhon, top-notch teachers,
and a oemond that you won.. as hard as we do that's the
MocCormoc D IT~rence
That s why bus1nesses throughout the Ch1cago area look to
us tor promotable personnel Why those who choose to
canhnue to tour-yeor schools meet outstondrng success
And why we have the best student retenhon rote of any twoyear college, pubt.c or p!TV01e 1n the State of 1111no1s
If you shore our goal-a mox1mum level of pmtess1onal
preparohon tn a m n1mum ot • me-get1n touch T ere so lot

more to ell!
Coo.'

Mac@nnacJunior @liege
327 S loSo ,eSt Ctucogo. ll 60604 922 -1884
5825 St. Olones Rd aertce1ey tl 60163 547-5100
1d m.e more ntormollon on Moc:Comloc and the lleod.s checked
ACCOUNm~G

COURT REPORnNG
BUSI fSS MANAGEMENT

SECRfTARIAl

,....., COMMERCIAl ART

~INTERIOR DESIGN

0 PAAAUGAl
0 TRAV8.. TOURISM

come play
with us!

Our 25th year of experrence w1th
MUSIC GLASSES, where learmng
mus1c ts fun, 1t s easy, 1t s valuable
Your hfe
be ful'er al'ld ncher and

5655 S Un vers,ty Ave.
955-4108
Serv1ce Youth 1n

I!S

Employment Workshops,

LOW COST

Begmners
prano & organ
classes

Blue Gargoyle
Youth Service
Center

Job Tra1mng Counseling
Tutonng Sports and

Recreation

4
WEEKS

(private)

$26

• Musrcal
• ,;s

" a·•·• a

Eva t;8'

B2iH four SA.T. Scorn
for a bdttr collegt futur~.

Enroll Now
Lessons for young people available
Weekdays trll 7:00 p .m
Saturday Ill 6.00 p .m

Ai\1ERICA~

MCSIC ~'ORLD
78&-9600

Name ---~

Address
Cl~

HIQh Sc:::tlool

_ _ Stoe _ __

__ Gmduanoo Veer

__

~~-----------_/
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Two teens accept NE's
After the 'Searc

'I reaJize
now that I
need theater
experience'
Before the 'Search'
Dean Proj ansky has never had the
chance to step before the footllghts in a
theater filled with admiring fans, but a t
18, Dean's ambition is to be an actor
with a star on his dressing room door.
Dean, who is now a senior at Metro
High School, says that his interest in
acting began as early as ftrst grade. "I
was about six years old, and I'd sit ther e
and watch movies, and I'd be saying,
'Gee, I'd really like to be up there doing
that.'"
But Dean doesn't want to pursue his
career in television or films. Instead, he
thinks he would like to act in a small,
local theater. "There is just something
about a live audience that television or
films can't bring out. I need to hear the
applause and see the people's reactions."
Although his high school schedule
hasn't allowed him to perform as an
actor in school plays or community
theater, Dean has taken drama courses
at Metro.
"I'm still not 100% sure about acting.
I'm kind offeeling things out. Ten years
from now I might be a lawyer. Or I
might be an actor. I don't know. But I do
know that acting is something that I
enjoy a lot. I'd like to look into it more."
This was Dean Projansky's position
on an actmg career on January 13, a
day before he began his Theater arts
career search.

SPA LDING

THE COMEDY
OF ERRORS
Om•clt'd by ROBERT WOODRUFF
FeDhHtn<!

THE FLYING K A RAMAZOV BROTHERS
and AVNEA THE ECCENTRIC

--

Photo by Vincent Perldna

Dean Projansky:
:Friday (Jan. 14): Had an appointment with

Tim Stevenson, Youth Program Director of the
Goodman Theater.
"He s tressed the Importance of experience getting close to a performing company of actors.
I learned what a drama administrator does, and
I found out about the auditions for the Good·
man's summer actor's workshop."
Saturday (Jan. 16 ) : Kept an appointment with

Dan LaMorte, Director of the Actor's Program at
Wisdom Bridge Theater.
"Dan emphasized exper1ence even more. He told
me about his life as an actor, but he wouldn't
adv1se me about what to do with my talent be·
cause he believes that each artist has to chart
his own course."

checking out the
world of acting

my h ome, and I offered them my services. "This
seemed a good way to get the experience t hat
Stevenson and LaMorte suggessted. Pegasus accepted me. I'll start by working on stage Ughting
for their productions."
Thursday (Jan. 20) · Met with Cathleen
McGowen, who dances 1n the Chicago production of "42nd Street."
"She convinced me that self-confidence Is the
key to successful acting."
Also visited the Harrice Davidson Talent .Agency
and talked with Amy SWlshine.
"I learned the Importance of having an agent ll1
order to get a good acting job, eve-n though the
agent takes ten percent of the actor's salary"

Tuesday (Jan. 18): Talked with the Progr-am

NE challenges you!

Coordinator at Metro about working with a the·
ater group for credit at Metro next semester She
suggested the Pegasus theater group.
Wednesday (Jan. 19): Visited the offiCe of Actor's Equity, which Is athe actor's union.
"I learned why actors need to be protected "
Also visited Pegasns, a community theater near

You, too, can organize a Career
Search just as Dean and Sharon did
by making appointments to
interview career veterans. The U.S.
Labor Dept. Office at 230 S.
Dearborn, 9th Fl. Library is also a
good place to visit on your search.

By Ja.n. 24 Dean Projansky was
to theatre than he had ever been
his week ofinvestigating t h e ac't
fession in order to make a better
choice, he decided th at the only
see i1 he really liked acting was
involved in 1t On Jan. 24 he
working as a volunteer at the
Theater, working lighting tracks
stage.
"I'm not an actor at the thea
I'm there, and that's what coun
getting a behind-the-scenes loo
learning m ore each day," Dean
He told us that the career in
tion gave him a better under s
what it takes to be an actor. "The
that I talked to were really unde
ing. They told me everything
could, and they wer e vecy honest
what's involved in pursuing an
career.
"I still love acting. But I'm s
one hundred per cen t sure about
ing an actor. But a t least I kn
that if I'm going to find out , I'll
atmosp here a.n.d the experience
stage."
Dean says that his percep tions
acting have changed after this
search. "Befor e Jan. 14 I h ad it
ped out. I'd get an apartmen t, gat
acting parts and wait for som
walk up to me and say, 'I'm go
make you famous,' but now I kn
it's not going to happen that way.
to make my future.
Dean says that he is glad tha
Expression encouraged him
out more about acting. "I used
well, maybe I'll go to college and
in drama, or, maybe I'll go to law
or maybe this or maybe that. Bu
I'm saying, 'Yes, I am interested
suing this as a career, and I'm g
shoot for all that I can wh!l
young.'"

GET THE FACTS!
1. Nearly half the men
who enlist without H.S.
diplomas will not complete their fi rst tour of
duty .

4 . 49 % of the population

2. The army is not j ust a
job. Once you are in you
can't quit. Five hundred
people a day go A.W .O .L.

5.

3. 80 % of the jobs relate to
only 14% of the jobs
available in the civilian
workforce.

6. The facts are that a lot
of young people join the
military trying to get
themselves together and
end up even worse than
when they started.

in Military Stockades are
Black and Latinos. Blacks
and Latinos make up only
18% of the Armed Forces.
Blac k and Latino
enlistedmen get 4 1h times
as many bad discharges as
do other enlistedmen.

BEFORE

YOU JOIN ... CALL

PROYECTO URA YOAN

2048 W . Division

D

New Expression

Military and Draft Counseling

Chicago, illinois 60622

(312) 278-6708

US:

eer Search Challenge'
After the 'Search'

earned
~at nursing
hool is

essful'
:ore the 'Search'
ron Hyde can't remember what
.e.nted to be before she decided she
d to be a nurse. That's just how
he's wanted to enter nursing.
l'On, a senior at J osephinum high
l, says her main incentive has
from her uncle, who recently
ated from medical school and is
L 'pediatrician. "Although I don't
I'd be able to stand all of those
of medical school that my uncle's
, I'm w1ll.1ng to go four years for a
lor of Science degree."
.ron's not necessarily interested in
1crative side of nursing. "I like
.n.g with people and dealing with
lfferent personalities associated
nursing," she said.
hough Sharon hasn't involved
if in any extracurricular activities
d to hospital work, she has taken
quired high school science classes
trance to nursing school or plans
.e them in summer school.
10 knows, if I can take these four
of college and come out 1n one
I may decide to go back to school
:orne an M.D.," she said.
s was Sharon Hyde's position on
ng the day before she began her
special r esearch into nursing
-rs on Jan. 18

Photo by Vi.D.cent Perld.ns

.

Sharon Hyde:

checking out the
field of nursing

Tuesday (Jan. 18): Called the Umversity of Il-

linOis School of Nursing and arranged to visit
the school and speak to different speciahsts on
the staff.
Wednesday (Jan. 19): At 11:15 met Sherr!
Williams who lS a first year student at the School
of Nursing
''She rut strongly on the fact that nursing education lS stressful. She discouraged me from thlnklng about working along w1th nursing school."
At noon l talked with Demse Hemz of the Admissions staff.
''I was surprlSed to hear ner say that my AC.T
score would not be as important as my hlgh
school grades and my actiVities. The admissions
staff will look at my record of activities and my
character recommendatwns because nursing
involves so much people contact. She warned me
to do my best on the fl.rst year· pre-reqt.li.site
classes in nursing school ·get above a "C'',' she
said."
At 2 p.m I met with Kathy Rose who teaches the
Matermty courses.
"She helped me understand that I would be

learning specialties on a ten-week, rotating
basis including maternity, pediatrics, pgychlat·
ric, ger.iatrics and surgery. She told me I probably won't like all of them, but to do my best
anyway."
At 3 p.m., as I was about to leave, I came upon a
graduate nurse who had joined the Air Force.
She was there with an Air Force recruiter.
"With a "B" average in nursing the military offers a commission and opportunities for travel.
This nurse told me she rarely sees a doctor; she
is in charge much of the time."
Wednesday (Jan. 19): Returned to the Univer-

sity to see Dr Eva Smith, who-superVises nurses
on the floor of the hospital
"She emphasized the importance of reading
well. There's a lot of technical reading that I
must comprehend. She urged me to consider gettlng a graduate degree m public nursing so that I
could work outside the hospital in the community."

During Sharon Hyde's two day investigation of the nursing profession, she
exposed herself to the inside and the
not-so-glamorous aspects of nursing
school. Since then a lot of her ideas have
changed!
"I'm going to look into becoming a
hospital candy-striper as soon as possible," she said, "and any other extracurricular activities involving nursing."
Sharon says the career investigation
helped her realize how intense her
training will be in college.
"There's not much free time, and they
don't encourage you to get a job or to be
preoccupied with outside interests.
Which means I'll have to look into
applying for as many financial aid
packages and grants as possible."
Sharon was invited to view the cadavers (dead bodies) intended for dissecting. "I couldn't go into the room. I don't
think I could have stomached it. That
will take some time getting used to.
"I still want to be a nurse, but now I
realize the heavy workload involved.
Hey, if you receive a grade lower than a
'C,' even a 'C ,' you have to repeat the
course. You're just left behind. That's
pretty scary."
Sharon says she is glad New Expression encouraged her to take time
to explore her nursing career. "It
motivated me to strive to do my best in
school. Forget about parties. I'll be up to
my neck in all sorts of technical books,
and I hate reading technical books
"There's a lot of loose ends I'll have to
tie up such as cost and financial aid. But
now I feel better prepared, better able to
put my best foot forward."
by Eunice Crockett

Friday (Jan. 21): Went to the library and
checked out The Career Outlook Handbook.

.-
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The best sports section in the Midwest is even
better. Over 40 action-packed pages a month better.
And sports fans, that's more sports
news you can use.
More high school sports coverage.
• The Sun-Times has more coverage each weekend
of city and suburban games.
• Reports by the Chicago area's award-winning
high school sports writer, Taylor Bell.

USE

• Features on boys' and girls basketball, wrestling,
swimming, gymnastics and much, much more.

More college and pro coverage.
More award-winning insights from your favorite
sports columnists. Schulian. Sons. Rapoport.
More box scores and stats.
More color.

Get award-winning sports coverage every day in the

Sun;nmes
Chicago's sports authority
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"Teens could have a
regular city-wide
system to broadcast
their own TV
program."
by Harvey Porchia
A cable TV revolutron is raging in Chicago right now. But most Chicago teens
aren't aware of it. In fact, most teens
don't seem to know that cable television
has anything to do with them.
A recent New Expression survey
indicated that Chicago teens:
(1) don't know which cable TV region
they live in (75%)
(2) don't know how cable TV works
(94%)

(3) don't know how many new TV
channels cable will provide (94%)
Our interviews also show that very few
teens seem to realize that cable television in Chicago could open up the
opportunity for teens to produce TV programs of their own and to broadcast their
programs throughout the city.
Right now only ten public high schools
and one private school in Chicago have
their own TV studio. That means that
about 1-in-20 Chicago teens has an
opportunity to develop television skills in
high school.
The 10 public high schools that have
TV studios are Carver, Clemente, Corliss, Curie, Hyde Park, Juarez, Julian,
King, South Shore and Whitney Young.
According to Joe Bechina of radio station WBEZ, these schools have TV
studios because they were built for it. "It
would cost a lot of money to build studio
facilities in an older school building," he
said. "And it has to be in the Board of
Education budget to build studios; there
has to be a big request from the district
for a studio."
Clemente high school doesn't have a
TV class this year because the school
lost its teacher, due to the Board of Education cut backs.
But even these schools with studios
lack the public TV channels on which to
broadcast their programs. At Gordon
Tech, the students' programs are shown
on a closed-circuit TV system within the
school. Other schools show their student video productions only on special
occasions in places like the school
cafeteria. Most teen producers are
forced to wait for the annual Chicago
Public High School Video Fair each
spring to reach any kind of a city-wide
audience.
"That's a lot of work for a very small
audience," explained Cedric Morris, 17,
a student television production student
at Curie. "I wish we could have shown
our productions to more people."
But when Chicago cable is officially
operating by 1985, teens could have a
regular city-wide system to produce and
broadcast their own programs.
The organization that could bring
about this opportunity is the new Chi-

cago Access Corporation (CAC), whose
members will represent various community groups throughout Chicago. A
number of youth groups have applied for
CAC membership according to John
McGuire, the City of Chicago Cable Administrator.
The task of the CAC is to form a nonprofit cable TV production company,
where citizens can use cameras, TV
studios, editing equipment and even
minicams to produce TV programs. The
CAC Board will help these community
groups place their programs on one of
the public channels available on cable.
These channels are called public access
channels.
" If youth is to get representation on
these public access TV channels ,"
McGuire said, "they must start organizaing and planning now."
" I know what he means," said Fernando Burgos, 17, who produced a
CBS-TV program on VD last year at
Clemente. "It took five months to produce that VD film, and it would have
taken longer if CBS hand't helped
finance it."
The Clemente crew had the advantage of being together as a class. " If
teens from around the city want to organize and produce TV programs outside the school system, they will need
training in television and a place to plan
and script their programs before they
can hope to produce anything worth
viewing," said Robin Florzak, a 1981
television student at Whitney Young,
who co-produced an award winning International Chicago Film Festival
documentary when she was in high
school.
"It's a good idea that teens have their
own chance to reach a large audience.
They will have to do their own promotion
to attract the teenage audience and then
other viewers," said Denise Zaccardi of
the Citizens Committee on the Media
(CCOM). "The experience that someone has while young will help later on in
his or her career," she said. Zaccardi
went on to say that, "There will be limitations in taping programs. You can't do a

'Star Wars' if you don't have the money."
According to Zaccardi, " Everyone
should start planning now - writing
scripts, thinking about the different TV
features to produce and putting them
through the planning stages."
As far as TV training is concerned, the
cable TV companies in the suburbs have
already set a model. Continental B
Cablevision in Elmhurst offers a 10-12
week internship for 18-thru-21-year-olds
in all aspects of television production.
Unlike student television interns at
places like WBBM or WLS , who often act
only as "go-fers," Cablevision interns
get to work as producers, directors,
camera persons and floor managers.
The interns on "Teen-Age," a half-hour
interview show, have produced shows
on cults, pregnancy, and alcoholism.
One of the current interns, Molly Cephee, 19, writes scripts and sets up interviews for each show.
Molly explained that Continental
Cable allows the interns to produce
shows other than "Teen-Age" as long as
they submit an outline of the program in
advance and get approval from the station manager. A program that takes an
unusual amount of production time, or
requires travel or a special set or special
effects would he harder to sell to the
station manager, she said.
In Chicago, teens will get their opportunity to propose their ideas for TV programs through the Chicago Access
Corporation. Youth Communication, the
youth company that publishes New Expression, Mas applied for membership
on the new CAC. "Now we need to find
out what kinds of programs the teens of
this city want to produce, " Robin Florzak
of Youth Comm unication explained.
Robin prepared the proposal to CAC in
the name of the other teens at New Expression.
"We put our name before the Chicago
Cable Administrator's office when we
found out that no other youth groups had
applied," Robin said. " If we can help
organize the Chicago teen TV pioneers
over the next two years so that they
agree about the kinds of programs they

(Left) Latino Youth's TV crew Interview a student who helped re-hab an
old house. (Above) Steven Stewart
edits video tape at Julian high school.

Come to first
Teen meeting
on Cable TV
If you'd like to be a pioneer in
organizing for a city-wide youth
cable commission, come to a
meeting at Youth Communication,
207 S. Wabash (8th floor) on
Wednesday, February 16 at 4 p.m.
This first-time-ever group will begin
talking· about what kinds of
programs teens cold produce for
cable and what they need to do In
the next year to make a youth TV
company happen.
want to produce, and they have some
script outlines together, then Chicago
high school students will stand a better
chance of being given production time.
They'll also stand a better chance of
creating programs that other teens will
want to watch if we begin organizing
now."
The teens on the Cable Television
Committee of Youth Communication
have called a city-wide meeting of all
teens interested in cable TV production
for Feb. 15 at 4 p.m. at the Youth Communication Center, 207 S. Wabash (8th
floor). During the meeting the Committee will be discussing the kinds of programs that the teen community should
produce. For further information call
Alesia Powell at 663-0543.

Join
New Expression
Would you like to be involved with
New Expression ... as a reporter,
an editor or a columnist? Then
come to the second all-city staff
meeting of 1983, on Tuesday,
February 22 at 4 p.m. (207 S.
Wabash on the 8th floor).
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ax-eers- Careers- Careers----------ness.
I've surrounded myself with
p eople who know their j obs
and so I don 't feel the le.ck of a
business education. My exper ience in p hotogr aphy was an
asset in my finally getting the
business, but I do t hink people
who want to run a business
should take business. I would
do it n ow as an extra asset if I
had the time.
3. Photography is e. competitive business, and it's growing
nationwide. It's &oing to become increasingly electronic
and compu ter-based, but jobs
will still be in demand because
labwork as well as the picturetaking will st111 require people
to do the work.
4. I like working with my
employees and my customers,
and I deal with a lot of them as
well as seeing and using new
products.
Interviewed by Jennifer Oliver

/Operator
a Photo Lab
1. No, I wouldn't do my high
school differently. I think I had
a very productive scholastic
and social experience in high
school. I graduated from high
school in Florida.
a. I wouldn't change what I
had in college. I never took any
businesscoursesbecauseatthe
time I was undecided what I
I ""TAlrAnt.Ar1 to do with my future. I
then that one day I
own a a business. My
ation after high school
consisted of a year and a half of
college, where I took some liberal arts courses. For a while I
was a photographe r for a
newspap er . Then, I joined the
navy. After that I was hired to
work for a photo lab, and when
the owner wanted to branch
out into a second business h e
chose m e t.o run the new busi-

If you were 17

again ...
Knowing what
you know now
1)

Would you do hith
school diHerently?

2) What kind of
education after high
school would you
choose?

3) How would you
expect your career
field to change in
the next ten yc&rs?

4) Why would you be
eJrcited about
working in this ,
field?

What are the job
projections
in
1995 for ....
m
><

(')

~

Pat McConnell

Architect
Skidmore, Owings and
Merrill
1. While in high school, I
would have concentrated more
on the arts. Now I know that
fine arts like painting and
sculpture have a lot to do with
architecture.
8. I don't think I would do
anything differently after high
school. I graduated from I.I.T.
with a degree in ~chitecture
even though the odds were not
quite in my favor. I was never
very good in math, and math is
necessary for architecture. It
took hard work and determination to reach my goal.
I also worked with one of the
great legends of architecture,
Mies Van Der Rohe, who designed the Hancock Building,
during the later days of his
career.
3. There w ill be lots of
ch anges in a.rchitecture, but
th ey are h ard to predict. Right
now w e are on a past cycle in
architecture. After a great dis covery in buildings like SkY·

s crapers, the present era in
building is devoted to making
them look better. You could say
we are decorating the skyscraper like the ancient Romans did their temples after
the ftrst ones were built.
4. I would be excited a.bout
being an architect for the same
reason I a.m. still excited about
my profession. I love to create
and mold things.
It has always been a compulsion with me to form and make.
I remember working with mud
and Lincoln Logs. Toda,y, seeing
rr;;y work realized is literally a
drea.m come true.
Interviewed by W1111e Crockett

(more on Page 18)
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You Light Up My Life
Being With You Makes My Life Complete
Forever
Wanted Dead or Alive 1,000,000 Dollars Reward
Se Busca! Reconpensa 1,000,000 Pesos
A Touch of Class ...My Women
Do You Think I'm Sexy?
I May be Free but I'm Not Easy
Rainbow
Little Angle
Kid for Rent
I'm an American and Proud Of It
Your Name, Class of 1983 Your High Sc~ool
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Careers--Careers--Careers-- Careers1ng and advanced educatlon for
salon·owners.
4. There's never a dull moment, espectally m the challenge of working with a variety
of different types of clients
from all ages and backgrounds.
I have to use all of my talents to
be profess10nal, creative and
artistlc in making my clients
look their best.
Interviewed by Janet Winston

sales jobs in real estate .
There'll be more specialty jobs
for the individual than there
are right now. Now it's very
hard for an individual to come
right out of high school or college and nab a job. If you are
lucky enough to find a job, it's
usually at the bottom, and you
w ould have to work your way
up instead of doing the job that
the right education qualified
you for.
4. The amount of money that
the job provides 1s very attractive. And I like the availability
and opportunity to deal with
sophisticated and knowledgeable people. I think I have the
abilities to learn from them
and to be involved in what
they're doing.
Interviewed by Jennifer Oliver

What are the job
projections in
1995 for ....
m

><

(")
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If you were 17
Kevin Smale

National Sales
Representative

::::J

again ...
Knowing what
you know now

Photo by Janet Wtnaon

Chicago Title and Trust
1. Yes, I definitely would have
been more conscientious in my
high school studies. I would
have tried harder and been
more serious about the work I
did in my classes.
a. I would have gotten a fouryear business degree and taken
some courses in computer science which would be of some
help. Instead I took a two-year
degree and some real estate
courses. In the economic situation today, a four-year degree is
a must in getting this kind of
sales job.
3. Hopefully, in the next 10
years, there should be more

1) Would you do high
school dilferently?

2) What kind of
education after high
school would you
choose?

3) How would you
expect your career
field to change in
the next ten years?

4) Why would you be
excited about
working in this
field?

Linda Burmeister

Cosmetologist/
Instructor
Pivot Point
1. Yes, I would have stuck to
my major curriculum, which
was academics. During my
junior year I changed to a general curriculum which wasn't a
college preparatory program
at that time and wasn't accepted by many colleges. I
think students and parents
should watch carefully their
progress in junior and senior
years of high school. It's too

G)
0
0

important to take lightly.
2. Yes, in addition to attending Q.
a School of Cosmetology to become a licensed cosmetologist,
I would also attend an institution that specializes in computers and business. The
choice of a school of cosmetology depends· upon a person's
special interests, and since
mine were skin care, make-up- 1---.,.;;;..and black hair design, I chose
Pivot Point.
3. Within the next ten years I
would expect cosmetologists to
become more diversified, getting more into retail business
management and merchandis- ·--~......,__,.~.._.............___.,.....,..__..--..&

A Listing of Chicago Youth ·s ervices

ABUSE"/~AULT
Rape victims can call Crisis Intervention
(794-3609, 24-hour hotline).
Victims of beatings or sexual assault by parents can call Youth in Crisis (484-7400, :24hour hotline).
C.A.U.S.E.S., 911 W. Wellington, offers
counseling and treatment for abused teens
(772-6924, ask for Labrie).
Abused teens can call the Illinois Dept. of
Children and Family Services, 1206 S.
Damen (793-2100).
Juvenile Protection Assn., 12 E. Grand, will
assist abused teens (467-9595).

ALCOHOL/DRUGS

'-)
Fam1hes Anonymous offers counseling by
phone (848-9090, 24-hour hotline).
Appomtments for counseling, call Alternatives. Inc., 1126 W Granville (973-5400. ask
fer Bruce Kuhll
Yes. Inc. has an outpatient treatment program. call Better Way, 11030 S. Longwood,
for teen alcoholics (881-2080). 24-hour
phone
Alateen, 4259 Archer, 1s a group that helps
teens deal w1th alcoholism 1n the1r families
(890·1141 ).
Catholic Charities, 645 W. Randolph. has a
drug addiction prevention program (2365172, ask lor Ray Soucek).
Cns1s intervention and su1cide programs,
4200 N Oak Park Ave , has a program for
teens (24-hour hotline 794-360<l)
Concerned Young Adults. 935 E 63rd, offers
a drug prevention program (288-3.315, ask tor

lEI
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Nma Stevens).
Forkash Memorial Hospital , 2544 W.
Montrose, has an Adolescent Alcoholism
Care Un1t (call 722-CARE).
The Youth Services.Project, Inc. offers drug
counseling (772-6270).

SEXUALITY
Catholic Charities has pregnancy counseling
(454-1717).
Private Line is a confidential hot line (2480090).
The Response Center, 7457 S. Western has
V.D. treatment and birth control counseling
(338-2292).
Birthright of Chicago offers confidential help
for any pregnancy (233-0305).
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 536 S. Clark, has a
program called W.I.C. des1gned to help pregnant teens w1th nutritional programs for
themselves and their babies. There are four
schools m the Chicago area that offer this
program· Tubman, 4607 S Greenwood
(538-1560); S1mpson, 1321 S. Paulina (2430146). Bousfield, 1415 E. 70th St. (324-Q100);
and Arts of Uvmg School for Pregnant G1rls,
721 N LaSalle (337-3050).
The IllinOis Fam1ly Planning Council, 401 N
Wabash. SUite 500, has a directory of commumty health centers that will offer pregnancy ass1stance (17Q.4200).
Adolescent Fam1ly Planning at Rush/St. Luke
Presbyterian Hospital, 1753 W. Congress,
offers nutritional and pre-natal care (9426067).
Booth Memorial Hospital, 5040 N. Pulaski,
has a program in family pfanmng and nutrition
(24-hour phone 725-7441)
The Sex-lnfo-L1ne lSi! confidential serv1ce on
sex related queS!lons (929-8907).

\

PERSONAL
Metro-Help, 2210 N. Halsted, offers a 24-hour
hotline (929-5150) tnat deals with many of the
conflicts that teens have.
The Family Link, 8836 S. Ashland, offers
family or individual counseling. They also
have G.E.D. classes (call 881-3902, ask for
Mrs. Herte).
Tap Roots, 2424 W. Polk, offers services for
teen mothers such as baby care and tutoring
lor school (call 666-6647 and ask fpr Sister
Jean or Sister Monica).
National Runaway Switchboard, 2210 N. Halsted, has help for teens on the run. (800972-6004, 800-621-4000, 929-5150).
Youth Guidance offers family, individual and
group counseling in Austin, Cabrini, Albany
Park, Westtown and Southeast Chicago
areas (call 427-1082, ask for a counselor).
The Youth Services Project, Inc. offers individual , group and family counseling (7726270).
Northwest Youth Outreach YMCA, 6417 W.
Irving Park also offers individual, group and
family counseling (772-7112).

RECREATION/LEISURE
The American Red Cross Youth Services, 43
E. Ohio, has courses in SW1mm1ng, first aid,
and b1ke safety (440-2000).
The centre, inc., 1116 W. Leland, has a pool,
pmg pong, music and cards, September thru
June (728-7604, ask for Susan Dunlap).
Ene Ne~ghborhood House (Teen Dept.), 1347
W. Erie , has a karate team, basketball
league, and outdoor camping. Also employ·

ment services are available (666-3430, ask
for Gregorid Gomez).
Concerned Young Adults, 935 E. 63rd, has a
year-round sports program (288-33 15, ask for
Paul Oliver).

COLLEGE COUNSELING
Help in choosing schools and finaooal counseling through Ada S. McKinley Center, 2961
S. Dearborn (225-3477, call for fln appointment).
·
Financial aid counseling thrcwgh Accounteers Community. Center, 1155'W. S1st (9945515, ask for Dr. McClinton).
The Chicago Urban League offers counseling
on financial aid and scholarships (call 7230300, ask for Sandrell Green).
The Illinois State Scholarship Comm1ss1on,
203 N. Wabash, offers counseling to students
who are applying for fmancial assistance
through the state scholarship proqrrun (7933745).

MEDICAL AID
Planned Parenthood has services for teens
- birth control and gynecologist serv1ces
(322-4232 or 322-4200).
Kaleidoscope offers med1cal services, medical and dental examinations, and nutritional
services (24-hour phone, 684-1243).
The Response Center, 7457 S. Western, has
venereal disease & pregnancy test1ng (3382292).
Illinois Dept. of Public Aid has medical assistance for low income families (793-3030).
V.D. Confidential hot line (744~500).

------------- - ---------

riefs
erpes stoppable?

Art by Adam Rifkin

Herpes is still not curable, but
there is new hope that the Herpes
epidemic can be stopped. A new
vaccine that would prevent
Herpes has been tested on animals and is now·being tested with
humans, according to Dr. Bernard

Roizman, a molecular geneticist
at the University of Chicago.
"The vaccine would create an
immune response without causing an actual outbreak of blisters,"
said Debroh McFarlane of the
University of Chicago.

Schools label teens
Donna (not her real name) has
spent one and a half years in an
Educable Mentally Handicapped
(EMH) classroom.
Donna is a sophomore at Harlan high school. She is a cheerleader. She's interested in modern
dance. In her first year of high
school , she took a foreign language (Spanish) in the regular
academic program and got an
"A.u
When her junior high school
recommended that she be placed
in an EMH class, her parents refused. She started at Harlan never
realizing she was in the EMH program until she read a newspaper
article in the Sun- Times last

month, which raised questions
about the way in which students
are placed in EMH. Then she decided to tell her parents.
When her parents were told this
news, they couldn't recall signing
any papers to put their daughter in
the EMH program. What they
thought they had signed was a request for tutoring.
Illinois law requires that a parent be told when their child is
being placed in this program.
Donna's parents have requested
all of Donna's records and are still
trying to get Donna out of the EMH
program.
" Students are sometimes
placed in the EMH program

Teen Opportunities
• Attention Seniors in Junior
Achievement of Chicago: J.A.
. is offering over $25,000 in college scholarships and grants to
seniors.
·
The senior must have at
least one full year in the JA
program to be eligible. Applications will be available from
the Center Manager during the
second semester of the JA
program. Even those who don't
plan to return for the second
semester can request an application from the Center Manager.

• Avon/Flare books are sponsoring a novel-writing competition for tee ns 13-through-18years-old. An award of
$5,000.00 and a royalty of 6%
on the sale of the novel will go
to the winning novelist. For
more information write : The
Editors, Avon / Flare Novel
Compe tition , Avon Books,
~ Room 413, 959 Eighth Avenue,
New York, New York 10019.
• The Cook County office of
the Illinois Sheriffs' Association
will offer 13 scholarships valued at $500 for winning essays

According to McFarlane, the
vaccine consists of a mild case of
Herpes, strong enough to create
an im_mu nity but not strong
enough to cause an outbreak of
blisters.
If the new vaccine works, it will
also help those who already have
Herpes. They will be able to protect their sexual partners from
contracting the disease by advising them to be innoculated with
the vaccine.
McFarlane went on to say that
there is also a slight possibility that
a pregnant woman who has
Herpes may be able to have her
fetus injected with the vaccine so
that the virus wouldn't be passed
on to the fetus. Otherwise, the
only way for mothers with Herpes
to protect their infants is to deliver
the baby by Cesarian section so
that the baby does not come in
skin contact with the infected
blisters.
without a parent's consent," according to Sheila Radford Hill,
Misclassification Project Coordinator of Designs For Change.
Sheila is helping families like
Don na's to get students
reevaluated into regular classes.
Chicago public schools have
more than 12,000 students in the
EMH program, which is almost
twice as many EMH students as
any other school system in the
United States, according to a
study conducted by Design For
Change. One-third of these
12,000 students are teenagers.
" Approximately 7,000 of the
students in these classes don't
belong in them and could with
some extra help, move back into
the regular school program,"
Sheila said.
written by senior students residing in Cook County. Information about essay topics can
be obtained by writing to:
Scholarship Program , Cook
County Sheriff's Youth Services Department, 1401 S.
Maybrook Drive, Maywood, Illinois 60153.
• The Illinois Board of Education's Student Advisory Council (SAC) is looking for high
school students interested in
serving on the Student Advisory Council next school year.
A member of SAC must be a
student enrolled in a public or
non-public Illinois high school.
The new Advisory Board

. .
Vote for Mayor!
If you could vote on February 22 in the Democratic primary for
Mayor of Chicago, who would you choose? Let us know, and we'll
let you know by publishing the results of this mock election in next
month's New Expression. Just clip out the ballot below, and put a
check in the line of your choice. Send all mock ballots to New
Expression Ballot, 207 S. Wabash, Chicago, Illinois, 60604 by
February 17, or look for New Expression's ballot boxes in your
school.

,---------------------------1
1
Mayoral
My Choice for 1
Candidates
Mayor of
Chicago
Congressman
Harold Washington
Mayor Jane Byrne
State's Attorney
Richard Daley
High School - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Year in School: _ Sr _ Jr _ Soph _ Fr

When New Expression contacted the Board of Education, Dr.
Patricia Hension, Director of the
Bureau of Child Study, claimed
that there is no place in the school
code that says that a child must be
given any kind of a special test to
be placed in an EMH class . "The
professional judgement of several
people - and these people meet
members will be chosen by the
current board based on written
applications and interviews.
The SAC is involved in
making recommendations to
the Illinois State Board of Education on proposed school
policies and programs and also
informing the Board about student concerns.
Students interested in being
chosen for the board can send
for applications to : Program
Planning and Deve lopment
Section, Illinois State Board of
Education, 100 North First
Street, Springfield , Illinois
62777. This year Craig Sims, a
junior at DuSable, is serving on
the Council.

HELP OTHERS.
HELP YOURSELF.
It's DECISION TIME in your life. The cross- were pulled from burning ships, out of flood
roads! What to shoot for? What's your future look waters, away from hurricanes. COAST GUARD
like? Many young men and women now i'l the people were out there saving lives.
The COAST GUARD also takes care of more
COAST GUARD experienced the same indecision. They chose the COAST GUARD because it than 44,000 aids to navigation in the U.S. and
offered unique opportunities. Those same op- around the world. We collect oceanographic data
portunities could be yours. You'll discover ways for environmental research. We fight and control
to develop your own abilities. And help other pollution. We clear ice-blocked shipping lanes.
We enforce maritime conservation laws, and adpeople at the same time.
The COAST GUARD is small. Only about 35,000 minister safe boating programs for the nation's
men and women tackling responsibility on some pleasure boaters.
With all these areas of responsibility to cover,
very big assignments. Being small offers you
some big advantages. You can grow quickly and 35,000 men and women can be pretty thin. That
your horizons are boundless. People now have means you'll be taking on all you can handle.
names and faces. When you do a good job, Making the important decisions that go with resomeone knows about it. You get the regard and sponsibility. FOR INFORMATION ON HOW YOU
recognition you deserve.
CAN QUALIFY FOR A CAREER WITH THE U.S.
In the COAST GUARD, you are thoroughly COAST GUARD CALL (312) 353-0347 OR VISIT
trained. Prepared for any day-to-day crisis, like 8108 N. MILWAUKEE AVE., NILES, IL 60648.
saving lives. Last-year alone thousands of people

YOU ACCOMPLISH BOTH
IN THE COAST GUARD.

with parents, teachers, nurses
and psychologists - is how a student gets placed in the EMH
class," she said.
Designs For Change intends to
continue its investigation. They
have a hot line (922-6550) for students or parents who want assistance.
Judith Jean-Michel

MABSKALL
Photographers
162 N. State
782-2462

• Senior
Graduation
Portraits
• Double
Exposu res
-Our
Specialty
• No Sitting
Fee
Bring in this ad for a
10% disco unt! Offer ends
June 1, 1983
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Courts hold teens accountable
Sixteen-year-old Jack who lives in
Glen Ellyn threw a party for his friends
over the holiday. His parents were out,
so Jack expected it to be a "blast." But
before the night was over Jack's next
door neighbor had notified the police
that there were drunk teens on his,
lawn.
Guess who was fined and reprimanded? No, not Jack - Jack's parents. An ordinance in Glen Ellyn makes
parents responsible for their underage
children who are caught drinking alcoholic beverages in or out of their
homes.
The idea of parents accepting the
punishment for their teenagers' actions
has become so popular that State Representative Judy Topinka is sponsoring
a bill which is modeled on the Glen
Ellyn ordinance. The bill would affect
every family in Illinois. Parents in Illinois would be fined up to $500 or
jailed up to six months if their teenagers
were caught drinking.
New Expressi on is concerned
about this trend that makes parents
pay for their teenagers ' mistakes.
Teens are citizens, and they need to be
granted rights and privileg~s under the
Constitution - free speech, driving,
working, holding meetings, to name
just a few. These are privileges of
citizenship that teens as well as adults
possess.
The only way we as teens can get
and keep those rights is if we are respected for being mature enough to
handle the responsibilities. We think it's
really important for teens to be re-

spected for being able to handle these
responsibilities, and, therefore, we believe that teens should also be held
accountable when they abuse their
rights. Teens themselves, not their
parents.
Judge Thomas Hornsby, former
president of the Illinois Association of
Juvenile Court Judges, agrees with
New Expression. "This kind of law
(Topinka's proposal) will not solve any
problems . Teenagers should be
granted rights and privileges, and they
should also pay the price if they abuse
them. And, besides, it's much more effective to have a young citizen perform
some type of community service than
to punish his parents.
"I have a friend who's a judge in
Rockford who routinely sentences teen
to work eight-hour shifts at the Sewage
Disposal Plant. Have you ever been
there in August? I can assure you it's
not too pleasant.
"But in order to stmt a public community ser1ice program for juvenile
offenders, you need your count~ board
to agree to start such a program. You
need your community to organize and
find working place:> for the teen offenders, and everyone needs some
amount of imagination."
New Ell:pression believes that more
creative and imaginative penalties
should be set up for law-breaking
teens. Representative Topinka says
that "the responsibility belongs to mom
and dad," but New E}{pression says
that the responsibility rests with us as

Letters
Friend Prevents Teen's
Suicide
Thank you for putting the article, "Officials blur rising suicide rate" in the
paper. Last year a friend of mine committed suicide and I felt very bad about it.
I was blaming it on myself.
This year turned out differently. I
helped a girl reconsider committing
suicide. Thanks for the helpful hints. I
hope other people read the article and
take it seriousi}L
Sandy Hurburt
I was shocked when I read the article,
"Officials blur rising suicide rate." I had no
idea how many people my age are committing suicide. I can, however, understand the
doctors' reasons for calling the deaths
accidental or "cause of death unknown." If I
were a parent and my son or daughter
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Art by Desmond DeBardlabon
young citizens.
If you agree, write the Cook County

Board, 118 N. Clark, Chicago, Illinois,
60602 in care of George Dunne.
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committed suicide, I would rather hear that
it was an accidental death and not suicde.
I enjoyed this article, and I just want to
say, keep up the good work.
Ben Ditkowsky
The article on suicide by Alesia Powell is
very important to me. Now I can help my
friends and my friends can help me. Sometimes there are problems and depressions
that you need to talk to someone about so
that you won't become self-destructive and
attempt suicide. Thanks for the six warning
signs.
Lisa Fiorenzo

Motherhood can wait!
My sister is very glad that you put letters
from students in your paper because one
day she came home from school, saw your
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paper on the table and started to read it.
When she came to the letters she read a
letter that was from a young girl who got an
abortion. She asked me if she could take
the letter to school. I said yes.
The next day when she came home from
school, she said that she hl:ld saved someone's life by letting a girt read the letter. The
girl was always saying that she wanted a
baby. When the girl read about the other girt
she decided that she didn't want to have
kids just yet.
Joseph Lalis

Who's excluding who?
I read the article called " Do classmates
ignore silent pains of excluded teens?" and
I want to say that the excluded teens aren't
being ignored. They are hiding away.
How can you help someone who acts like
they don't want any help? I feel that the
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group clinics are a good idea because
some of the excluded students really need
them!
Myla Elya Lag
I really enjoyed' the article called , "Do
classmates ignore silent pains of excluded
teens?" When I first came to Von Steuben
high school I was very nervous about
meeting new kids so I just hung around my
old friends. But then my old friends started
meeting new people and this was a problem
for me. So, one day I just opened my mouth
and started introducing myself to some
kids. Now I have friends all around me.
I think kids should open up to each other.
Don't be afraid of people because they are
a different color or anything else. You
should be glad you have friends, because
without friends you almost can't do anything.
Kevin Teamer

New E:~:pres:~lon is published once a
month except June through August by Youth
Communication 'Chicago Center, a not-forprofit agency. Editorial offiCes are at 207 S.
Wabash (ath floor) Ch1cago, IllinOIS 60604
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Circulation Policy: dtstributed free in high
schools, community centers, stores and
churches where teens 'ive, congregate and
go to school.
New Expression is a member of the Student Press Service located 1n Washington,
DC. Copynght, 1983 by Youth Communication/Chicago Center. All rights reserved.
Reproduction without permission is strictly
prohibited.

Entertainment . .
I, Assasin
Gary Numan

MUSIC

If Punk 1s dymg 1n the U.S. "I, AssaSin' should offer good med1c1ne for a
recovery. Gary Numan, best know n for
one of 1979's biggest summer h1ts,
Cars · 1s as good as he s ever been on
th1s new LP
The album·s most popular smgle
1930's Rust," grooves w1th a catchy, yet

Long After Dark
Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers
One th1ng that can be sa1d about Tom
Petty s albums IS that they are all fa1rly
cons1stent Each one has the singer's
characterisllc nasal vo1ce and a set of
shallow Iynes - and Long After Dark
1s no except on
Most of the songs on the album, hke
One Story Town,' have the same
sounds as other songs on prior albums,
such as 'T he Wa1t1ng' or • Don t Do Me
L1ke That" But Petty does expenment
w1th a new sound on the song , " You Got
Lucky The beat of the song 1s totally
dominated by the keyboards. The keyboards g1ve the song a " New Wave"
sound, a world apart from the music he IS
known for
The album has a few bright spots, but
as a total production , I saw little more
than a glow - long after dark.

Bob Galhotra

Vanity 6
Vanity 6
In the1r first L.P. Vamty 6 has mixed
raunchy, humorous lyrics w ith the fast
paced sounds of disco-punk and have
came up with their own sound.
The L.P. proves that punk is still the
most exciting mus1c in town - espe-

Teaser

TV Quiz
"Plop, plop, fizz, fizz." " We are driven!"
" It's dow nright, upright."
Before you run out of the room scream1ng
" Oh , no, not those commercials agam,"
how about trymg your luck at this Teen
Teaser on commerc1al slogans . Match the
slogan to the product it promotes. You can
do ill After all, you're a member of the Pepsi
Generation.

1.

2

3
4
5

6.
7.
8
9.
10
11

12.
13.
14,

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Tom Petty

c1ally when it's perlormed with a high
degree of energy.
" Nasty Girl ," now a top ten hit, creates
the mood for this energetic collection of
dance music , written , produced and
arranged by Vanity 6 with instrumental
back-up by the super-group , The Time.
Vanity 6 isn't six people, by the way, but
three - Vanity, Brenda and Susan .
Rules
1 . Write your answers on a sheet
of paper numbered 1 to 20.
2 . Send your answers along with
your name, address. school
and phone number to : Youth
Communication , Teasers. 207
South Wabash , 8th floor,
Chicago, Illinois 60604 .
3 . All entries must be mailed by
February 22.
4 . People workmg for Youth
Communications cannot par-

Doing what we do best ...
Sometimes you feel like a nut ...
Plop, plop, fizz , fizz .. .
You're in good hands .. .
S1ngle most favorite double in the world ...
... makes you feel good all under ...
We do chicken right ...
We are driven ...
Now you see it, now you don't ...
How do you spell relief? ...
Snap, crackle, pop ...
Take good care of yourself ...
It tastes better ...
Fly the friendly skies ...
Ltke a good neighbor.
1s there ...
Cnsp and clean, no caffiene ...
You've got the look I want to know better.
The guys w1th the blue bow-t1es
Ooo. Ia Ia
Mickey hates ev erything . . .

THEATER
Shakespeare Live!
Cons denng the fact that I have never
seer'! Shao<espeare s vers1on of MComed~ o' Errors
I was amazed at how
much I erLJOyed the mmt-pre 1ew of the
show pla)'lng at the Goodman Theatre,
Monroe Street at the LaJ..e, from Jan 14
to Feb. 27
• Comedy of Errors tS performed by a
group of ery tunn} and Sk1l ed actors
and JUQ919fS, among them the ocredlble
F'l)1ng Karamazo.. Brothers
The story centers on two ost sets of
t\' n s .... ho through a senes of h lanous
m1 -liPS . are final } re-un ted
Tt e prev ew performa nce actual y
onl\ ran about 20 mulUtes. but most of
the me ' as dediCated to a ques onand-a ~er seSSlOO n ol\mg the cast.
prodUce(
'"9C or and audience Actu~e Q ana A jXX1lOn .... as as m-

They si ng all solo on the L.P.
· Drive Me Wild" sounds like a cross
between Devo and Pnnce The Iynes are
by Pnnce and the music IS by Devo
Susan. who sings solo on Dnve Me
Wild," has the vo1ce of an Innocent little
g1rl s1ngmg adult themes
The L P. takes a slight rock-y detour
when Brenda sings ''Bite The Beat." The
other songs are decidedly disco-punk.
Brenda and Vanity smg lead on " If A Girl
Answers (Don't Hang Up)" which tells
girls how to deal with the1r boyfriend on
the phone.
The closing number, "3 x 2 = 6 ," is
one of the best ballads I've ever heard. '
second only to " Do Me, Baby" by Prince.
The best thing about it is that it keeps a
consistent beat and doesn't seem to
drag on without really saying anything.
Over all, the songs (with the exception
of " Drive Me Wild") don't sound as if
they've borrowed another artist's sound.
And the intensity throughout the L.P.
never ceases. It's very refreshing!
Brian Terry
ticipate in the contest.

5. A lottery of all correct entries
will be held to determine the
prize winners.

Winners
Last month 's Teaser winners are Lubomyr
Domashevsky (Lane) and Katrina Tucker (Westinghouse)) . Their prizes were sponsored by
WVON /WGCI radio stations and by the PepsiCola Company.

a) Osco
b) Allstate
c) Rolaids
d) 7-Up
e) Sasson Jeans
f) Toyota
g) Brown's Chicken
h) Almond Joy
i) American Airlines
j) Jordache Jeans
k) Chevrolet
I) Hane's underwear
m) United Airlines
n) Life cereal
o) Kellogg's Rice Krispees
p) Kentucky Fried Ch1cken
q) Alka Seltzer
r) Diet Peps1
s) State Farm Insurance
t) Wrigley's Doublemint Gum

terest1ng as the performance 1tself
The troupe of performers are probably
qUite a handful for d1rector Robert
Woodruff. who must know how good his
cast IS at 1mprov1s1ng. a quality that
shone through bnghtly dunng the castaudience conversation.
Sorry I can t be more descnptive of the
show but as I sa1d, I saw only a bnef
outtake of the play However what I saw
was very good
TICket pr1ces may be somewhat steep
for most teens $13 to $19) but rf this play
could get me 1nterested 1n Shakespeare,
11 s worth every penny For students who
want to orgamze a group of 15 or more,
the pnce ts S6
Sha espeare w' aJSO come a ve tn
Ch~eago o er the next few months u., a
program ca.1ed Stages of Shakespeare that .... •ndude studen producbons of Shai<espeare contests and
speaal exh b1ts and performances all he
Chago PubliC Library C rcle Campus
Urban Gateways Free Si'la'(espeare
Theater and :re Cruea go C y BaDe For

'orrna:JOO ca

mellow sound - not exactly what you
would expect from a Punk art1st
But Rust" is the only mellow sound
on the album The t1tle track IS earpopping, and the memorable lync. ·war
Songs" carnes a strong cry of rebellion
This album may not capture the pub·
lie's attention as Numan s "The Pleasure
Pnnciple d1d, but I th1nk these e1ght
spunky, energet1c cuts add up to one of
the best albums of the year
Brian Terry

348-32~8.

Oscar Godoy

Michael Jackson

Thriller
Michael Jackson
Michael Jackson's latest solo album IS
probably his best. Although "Thriller" is
e xcellently produced and m ixed by
Quincy Jones, it is clear that the greatest
influence on this production is Jackson
himself.
Unlike the usual Quincy Jones prod·
uctions, " Thriller" contains a variety of
sounds, from d isco , to pop, to love
songs, to Michael's rock music debut in a
song called " Beat It". Over half the cuts
are written and arranged by Michael, including the two current hits, "Billie Jean"
and "The Girl is Mine" as well as a soon
to be smash , " P.Y.T. (Pretty Young
Thing)."
Give Jones credit for the majority of
the excellent musical arrangements.
and give song-writing genius Rod Temperton a nod for his excellent lyrics In
"T he Lady In my Life." But 1t IS Michael's
musical Interpre tation, vocal abilities
and song-writ ing wh 1ch ma kes this
album the blockbuster that 1t is destined
to be.
Michael's rock debut In " Beat It'' IS
su rpnsing, to say the least. H1s w onderful lyrics and vocals help a good song
become very good . The single, "Thnller," IS a good follow -up to " Heartbreak
Hotel" and is made hrst class by 1ts beat
and rap performed by V1 ncent Pnce.
Good synthesizer arrangments makes
the album's longesl song, "You Wan na
Be Startm' Someth1ng" a cut above average.
As a pop album, I would rate th1s
album second among th1s season s releases. behmd Luther Vandross'
"Forever, For Always, For Love. Believe me. Thriller will thrill you

Kevin Davy
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rtainment
MOVIES
Gandhi

Gandhi

Here's the story of a man who refused
to be discriminated against. And he persuaded millions to follow his example.
"Gandhi" is more than just another
movie biography. It has intrigue, adventure, and spectacle. You might call it a
thinking man's " Superman."
The film pictures the marches, the
sit-ins, the hunger strikes, the beatings
and the massacres that were a part of
Gandhi's quest for justice. Actor Ben
Kingsley as Gandhi. does such an impressive job that he made me a believer
in Gandhi's ideals. Lines like "An eye for
an eye makes the whole world blind"
would strike me as incredibly corny in a
less powerful film, but Kingsley communicates an honest, logical solution to
violence, and I believed it.
The film is long, like most epics. but it
is also exciting, entertaining, technically
masterful and very thought-provoking .
Brian Lewis

The Verdict
After seeing what some people call
Paul Newman's greatest role, I was disappotnted. Newman gives a fairly believable performance, but "The Verdict"
is not a great movie. Actually, the performances of James Mason and Jack
Warden make the story more believable
than Newman's performance.
The plot of "The Verdict" is so predictable that the movie never excited me.
Mickey Morrisey (Jack Warden) gives
his former law partner, Frank Gavlin
(Paul Newman) a chance to make
$75,000 by handling an open-and-shut
medical negligence case, in which an
expectant mother has been turned into a
vegetable. Gavlin is offered a nice settlement by the Archdiocese of Bostn and
its attorney Concannon (James Mason).
However, Gavlin decides to go to court
and sue for a million dollars.
Concannon is ready and waiting for
Gavlin's every move and by the time that
Gavlin sees that Concancon is a little too
dirty to handle and that his own clients
are angry because he withdrew the settlement, it's too late for Gavlin to back
out.
James Mason's performance as the
ruthless Concannon gives "The Verdict"
something to cheer about. Mason walks
around his office planning the defense
with the look of a tiger. He totally takes
down Gavlin's defense.
Setting aside the fact that the story

Best Friends
Into the middle of the cold Chicago
wmter has come a movie that is truly
enjoyable - a warm, funny romantic
comedy
The story centers on two film writers,
Paula and Richard Babson, played by
Goldte Hawn and Burt Reynolds. Pau la
and Rtchard have lived together for
three years tn a happy relationship as
each other"s best fnend, in addition to
betng lovers.
Thts changes, however, when they
dectde to marry They are suddenly

TELEVISION
TV Calendar
February
o "Any Which Way But Loose," Ch. 2,
8 p.m
6 "The Wtnds of War," Ch 7, 7 p.m.,
also Feb 7, 8, 9, 10,11 and 13
7 "'Packtn It In,'' Ch. 2, 8 p.m
9 "The In-Laws," Ch. 2, 8 p.m.
19 '"The Fighter," Ch. 2, 8 p.m.
2(}.21 · Rage of Angels," Ch. 7, 8 p.m.
28 Mash The f tnal Eptsode, · Ch 2,
7:30p.m
March
8 'Svengah '

NE's Best Pix of '82
By Brian Lewis
The good films of 1982 that I will remember have a wide range of subjects.
Here is my list, in no particular order, of
the best in five categories: action ,
foreign, comedy, drama, and miscellaneous (two films that don't fit into any
category).

Action
"48 Hrs." and "The Road Warrior" delivered the most action of any two films in
1982. "48 Hrs." is a gritty portrayal of
tough street life. The action was fast and
violent, featuring some of the most exciting shoot-outs since " Dirty Harry."
"The Road Warrior" began with a
beautifully photographed high-speed
chase, and the pace never lets up. Mel
Gibson's performance as the bruised
and battle-scarred title character was
reminiscent of classic Steve McQueen.

Foreign

The Verdict

has a predictable ending, "The Verdict"
does deliver an intriguing courtroom
situation. Sidney Lumet, the director,
uses natural light instead of overpowering lights that drown out a character's
features. Newman actually looks the
part of a down-and-out alcoholic lawyer,
bags and all.
The theme of the movie that the rich
and powerful can twist "justice" to suit
themselves makes "The Verdict" more
thought-provoking than "Tootise' or "24
Hours. " Although I was more
entertained by "Tootsie, " I'm remembering "The Verdict."
Kelly Flannon
confronted with an abrupt change in
their parents' and families' perceptions
of their roles.
The atmosphere of the movie is very _
easy going. Hawn and Reynolds make a
gradual shift from being amusing to
being serious.
The actors in "Best Friends" portrayed their characters as sensitive,
caring people despite a shallow script.
This movte contai ns no deep
signtficance , but it is enjoyable
entertainment that deals in a humorous
fashion with a classic problem of modern
couples.
Zaba lnan and Jasen Lee

TV Soaps
For those of you who love the soaps
but hate misstng them, New Expression
has good news for you. "TV Soaps," a
new Chicago telephone information
service that provides daily updates of
each of the 12 daytime soap operas, is
here.
All you have to do is dial the toll free
number, T-V-S-0-A-P-S {887-6277) and
tell the operator which soap and then
listen to a one-minute summary of that
soap's daily events. This service is available to you Monday through Friday, 9
am. to 9 p.m. Dunng the weekend the
servtce offeres an entire week's summary for each soap

"Diva" and " Das Boot" are two foreign
films that struck me as being very special. " Diva" is a French thriller with an
assortment of characters that made this
film much more than another thriller. I
was more interested in its characters
than I was in the mystery.
"Das Boot," the German film about life
on a U-Boat, is the best film about war
since "Apocalypse Now." Though this
film is in German with English sub-titles,
I was so wrapped up in the story that I
remember it as though it were in English.

Comedy
"Victor/Victoria" and "Tootsie'' are the
best written, acted, and directed comedies of the year. "Victor/Victoria"
began as a commentary on sexual preference, and then erupted into a wild six
comedy with five main characters interweaving in a wonderfully conceived
chain of events.
Dustin Hoffman's performance as a
woman would be enough to make
"Tootsie" memorable, but the film has
much more. The script is loaded with
characters and situations that stick in my
mind. The direction is perfect It kept me
waiting for the next scene, while never

knowing wha! to expect.

Drama
"Shoot the Moon" is a film about the
breakup of an American family. Albert
Finney, Diane Keaton, and Dana Hill
head the cast in what I consider the
best-acted and written film of the year.
The film dares to be complex and avoid
being sentimental. Both " Ordinary
People" and "Kramer vs. Kramer" gave
good, modern views of American family
life, but "Shoot the Moon" tops both of
them. It's the best film of its kind that I've
ever seen.
"Personal Best" is more of an up-beat
drama than "Shoot the Moon" and just
as well done. It's the story of a young
track star growing up and taking charge
of her life. Mariel Hemmingway, who
never seems to be acting, takes control
of the film with her performance. I haven't seen a film about growing up this
good since " Breaking Away," three
years ago.

Miscellaneous
Neither "Richard Pryor Live on Sunset
Strip" nor " The World According to
Garp" seem to fit any of the
classifications. "Richard Pryor Live . .. "
shows the comedian at what he does
best, stand up comedy. Describing his
dependence on cocaine, Pryor maintains a level of humor and what seems to
be honesty rarely seen in a performer.
Seeing Pryor giying himself to :m a' tdience is a pleasure to watch. It ;~lso
shows how badly Pryor is was£ed i, the
films that aren't worthy of his s~~~; talent
"The World According to Ga:p" was
too humorous to be a drama, anrl too
sad to be a comedy. John Litglow's performance as a trans-sexual is the best
performance by an actor in 1982. What I
admired most about the film was Robin
William's title character. I could relate to
him, and actually felt I got to know him
better as the film went along.
There are also some films that didn't
make my list that I really enjoyed. Those
include " E.T." "First Blood," "Firefox,"
"The Thing," and " Poltergeist. "

Choose th e Army skill you want to learn, qualify for it, and
we'll guarantee you. in writing, the opportunity to be trained in it.
It's that simple. It' called the Delayed Entry Program
Tell us the training you want. and we'll reserve for you the
first available spot, before you sign up.
Though you have to be a high school graduate to qualify
for thi program, you can sign up in your senior year. In that case,
we'll reserve your training until after you graduate.
With more than 300 skill . the Army certainly ha one waiting
just for you . Find out. Call or visit your local Army Recruiter.

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

